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-<dramatic short with some stock footage>
Voice Of Truth
[sound]
G.I.s on ship listening to Tokyo Rose on radio saying that U.S.
soldiers are only victims of war making politicians back home, soldiers
leaving ship and getting onto boats for landing on beach, CS G.I on boat
wondering if Tokyo Rose was right
-<military short>
Voyage To Recovery
[sound-with]
quiet Pacific island with bird on dead tree by stream, battle action with narration]
guns being fired from ships, wounded soldiers, CS doctor putting
medicine on stomach wound, wounded men being transported on airplane,
wounded soldiers in hospital beds back home, doctors performing operation,
soldiers receiving therapy, work experience , schooling, playing volley ball,
sailors getting on bus leaving wounded man in wheelchair behind
[The U. S. Navy, U.S. Marine Corps and the U.S. Coast Guard Present]
-<promo for war bonds>
Target-Invisible
[sound-with]
bombs dropping, bombs being loaded onto airplane, pilots being
narration]
briefed for bombing mission, bombers taking off, flying over ocean,
pilot inside cockpit, clouds, bombardier, CS screen of radar scope,
radar operator and equipment, islands appearing on radar screen,
calculations to determine exact location of target, bombs being released
and falling into clouds below, building on fire, rubble, narrator speaking
from desk about buying war bonds <some rolling frame lines>
[An Army Air Forces Film - Motion Picture Unit]
-<promo for Forest Service>
The Tree In A Test Tube (Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy)
[sound-with
Laurel and Hardy standing behind auto showing many objects that
[narration]
Pete Smith on sound track says are made from wood, auto leaving with [faded color]
Laurel and Hardy running after it, forest by stream, exterior of forest
product laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin, scientists working, CS tree
SUPERIMPOSED into test tube
[Department of Agriculture Forest Service Presents]
-<promo for Will Rogers Institute>
heads of performers speaking in support of Will Rogers Institute
including Clint Eastwood, Christopher Reeve, Tom Selleck, Tina
Turner, Michael Keaton and Goldie Hawn

[sound]
[color]
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-trailers
Pork Chop Hill (1959) Gregory Peck, Harry Guardino, Rip Torn; directed by
Lewis Milestone) [United Artists] <war drama> (Gregory Peck in front
of map in office introducing trailer) [b/w]
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Konga (1961) (Michael Gouch, Margo Johns, Clair Gordon) [American International]
[Herman Cohen Production] <monster drama> (giant ape)
[wide screen in letterbox] [color]
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McLintock! (1963) (John Wayne, Maureen O’Hara) <western comedy>
<some scratches> <incomplete> [wide screen in letterbox] [color]
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Twist Around The Clock (1962) Chubby Checker, Dion, Vicky Spencer) [Columbia]
<some decomp> [b/w]

